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 Rockfall occurrence and fragmentation 
Jordi Corominas, Olga Mavrouli and Roger Ruiz-Carulla 

Abstract 
Rockfalls are very rapid and damaging slope instability processes that affect mountainous 

regions, coastal cliffs and slope cuts. This contribution focuses on fragmental rockfalls in 
which the moving particles, particularly the largest ones, propagate following independent 
paths with little interaction among them.   

The prediction of the occurrence and frequency of the rockfalls has benefited by the rapid 
development of the techniques for the detection and the remote acquisition of the rock 
mass surface features such as the 3D laser scanner and the digital photogrammetry. These 
techniques are also used to monitor the deformation experienced by the rock mass before 
failure. The quantitative analysis of the fragmental rockfalls is a useful approach to assess 
risk and for the design of both stabilization and protection measures. The analysis of 
rockfalls must consider not only the frequency and magnitude of the potential events but 
also the fragmentation of the detached rock mass. The latter is a crucial issue as it affects 
the number, size and the velocity of the individual rock blocks.  

Several case studies of the application of the remote acquisition techniques for 
determining the size and frequency of rockfall events and their fragmentation are 
presented. The extrapolation of the magnitude-frequency relationships is discussed as well 
as the role of the geological factors for constraining the size of the largest detachable mass 
from a cliff.  Finally, the performance of a fractal fragmentation model for rockfalls is also 
discussed. 
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Introduction 

Rockfalls are widespread phenomena in mountain 
ranges, coastal cliffs, volcanos, river banks, and slope 
cuts. Although most of them take place in remote places, 
they also threaten residential areas and transport 
corridors (Hungr et al. 1999; Chau et al. 2002; Corominas 
et al. 2005). The unpredictable nature often attributed to 
the rockfalls events is cause of concern of the authorities 
and decision makers. Although rockfalls have a limited 
size, they are extremely rapid processes that exhibit high 
kinetic energies and damaging capability. Turner and 
Jayaprakash (2012) prepared an exhaustive list of rockfall 
events which demonstrates that even relatively small 
volumes of rocks may cause significant damage and 
traffic disruption, particularly in railroads.  Recent 
studies (Petley 2012) have shown that losses due to 
landslides and rockfalls are concentrated in less 
developed countries in which deficit of research exists, 
and often lack of the appropriate resources. 

This type of events may be mitigated with 
stabilization and protection works but often engineers 
have to make difficult judgements due to the 
uncertainties associated to the prediction of the size and 
frequency of the potential events. 

Rockfalls are defined as the detachment of a rock 
from a steep slope along a surface on which little or no 
shear displacement takes place (Cruden and Varnes, 
1996). The main feature is that the mass descends very 
rapidly through the air by falling, bouncing, and rolling. 
Furthermore, almost no interaction takes place between 
the most mobile moving fragments, which interact 
mainly with the substrate (Hungr el al. 2014). Rockfalls 
are considered relatively small mass movements 
confined to the detachment of an individual rock or a 
relatively small rock mass (Selby, 1982). Detachments of 
large-scale rock masses are defined as rockslides and 
rock avalanches (Cruden and Varnes, 1996) 

It is widely accepted that rockfalls and rock 
avalanches exhibit different propagation mechanisms. 
However, there is still a debate on the characterization 
of rockfalls, particularly on their dimensions. Some 
researchers attempted to restrict the term rockfall based 
on a maximum kinetic energy (Spang and Rautenstrauch, 
1988) or on volumetric terms such as debris falls (<10m3), 
boulder falls (10-100 m3), block falls (>100 m3), cliff falls 
(104-106 m3) and Bergsturz (> 106 m3) (Whalley, 1984). 
The current practice indicates that terms such as 
rockfalls, rockslides and rock avalanches are often used 
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in a non-coincident way (i.e. Hungr et al. 1999; Chau et 
al. 2003; Dussauge-Peisser et al. 2002; Guzzetti et al. 
2003) and that the agreement on the terms has not yet 
reached. Turner and Jayaprakash (2012) found preferable 
to maintain the definition of rockfall as one involving 
significant velocities and some measure of free flight 
without an upper limit on the volume or kinetic energy 
of individual blocks. An interesting consideration was 
made by  Rochet (1987), who distinguished between 
stone fall (chute de pierre) up to few hundred of cubic 
meters, in which no interaction exists between the rock 
fragments which follow independent trajectories; rock 
mass fall (éboulement en masse) up to few hundreds of 
thousands of cubic meters in which the interaction 
between particles is weak as they follow independent 
trajectories or soon they become independent; very large 
rock mass fall (>105- 106 m3) showing strong interaction 
of particles whitin the moving mass with the 
development of internal pressures (possible 
fluidification) and low energy dissipation; mass 
propagation (déplacement en masse)  (> 106 m3) that 
progresses mostly by a translational displacement. Evans 
and Hungr (1993) introduced the term fragmental 
rockfall to describe the events in which the individual 
fragments move as independent rigid bodies interacting 
with the substrate by means of episodic impacts.  They 
usually involve volumes smaller than 105m3. For larger 
volumes, the blocks propagate as granular flows and are 
considered rock avalanches (Hungr et al. 2014). 
Distinguishing between these terms is relevant because 
fragmental rockfalls are modelled by means ballistic of 
trajectories while rock avalanches are simulated as 
granular flows (Bourrier et al. 2013). The passage from a 
falling of independent particles to a granular flow is 
gradual and both mechanisms can coexist in some 
events. The transition may take place at volumes as small 
as 5x104m3 (Davis and McSaveney, 2002) although other 
authors raise it up to 107m3 (Hsü, 1978). In light of these 
considerations, in the authors’ opinion it is preferable 
not to propose a specific volume threshold between 
them as suggested by Turner and Jayaprakash (2012). 
This communication will focus on fragmental rockfalls 
only.   

Large rockfalls, rockslides and rock avalanches are 
sometimes difficult to distinguish one from the other 
(Chau et al. 2003). Rockfall affected areas are 
characterized by the presence of scars at the rock face 
and by the presence of rock blocs scattered over the 
slope, which are less evident if the vegetation cover is 
present. In case of very active rock walls, the repeated 
fall of rock fragments generates a talus deposit at the 
foot of the slope, in which the segregation of blocks by 
volume takes place. Fine material is found near the apex 
while the mean block size increases downslope (Evans 
and Hungr, 1993). This sorting is consequence of the 

lesser kinetic energy of the small rock blocks, which can 
be easily stopped by obstacles and trapped in 
depressions between larger rocks of the talus slopes 
(Statham, 1976; Dorren, 2003). As the size of the falling 
mass increases, blocks located underneath the mass 
during the impact may become crushed, generating a 
large amount of minor particles.  

Rock avalanches are expected to travel far beyond 
the distal edge of the talus slopes (Wieczorek, 2002). The 
generated debris sheet often spreads in the direction 
transverse to the flow and has a chaotic arrangement in 
which huge blocks define an extremely irregular, rough 
morphology (Soeters and Van Westen, 1996). The 
drainage pattern may be seriously disturbed and the 
accumulated mass may be large enough to dam the 
stream and generate a lake. Lobate shapes and either 
longitudinal or transverse ridges are often found, 
sometimes close to the front of the deposit (Hewitt, 
1999; Hewitt et al. 2008). The debris is composed of 
crushed and pulverized rock and contains the same 
lithology from de largest blocks up to the smallest ones. 
In case several lithotypes are involved they maintain 
their identity and form bands that respect the original 
stratigraphic order (Davis et al. 1999; Hewitt et al. 2008) 

 
 

Rockfall source characterization 

 
The failure of a rock slope is controlled by the lithology, 
strength and structure of the rock mass. The existing 
discontinuities, their orientation, spacing and 
persistence determine the failure mechanism (i.e planar, 
wedge, toppling), which can be assessed by stability 
analyses (Hoek and Bray, 1981). The failure of the rock 
mass and the onset of a rockfall depend on additional 
factors such as rock strength, degree of weathering, cleft 
water pressures, and erosion (Budetta, 2004). To 
account for the interaction between the discontinuities 
and rock shearing, the conventional kinematic and limit 
equilibrium techniques to simulate simple failures are 
replaced by numerical continuum–discontinuum codes 
with fracture simulation capabilities, well suited to 
complex instabilities (Eberhardt et al. 2004). The latter 
requires effective data collection in the field and data 
interpretation for potential failure modes. 

The characterization of the rock mass fracture 
pattern has traditionally been carried out in the field, 
with systematic sampling of discontinuities. The most 
rigorous way is by scanlines (Priest and Hudson, 1981; 
Priest, 1993), for which the distribution function of the 
different joint sets and their spacing is obtained. This 
procedure, performed in situ has obvious limitations due 
to the inaccessibility of the outcrops (especially in steep 
cliffs), high time consumption for data collection and 
the possibility of measurement errors. Modern 
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techniques allow us to characterize the structure visible 
from a remote and safe position. The LiDAR technology 
has experienced rapid expansion and growing with 
multiple applications in architecture, science and 
engineering (Heritage and Large, 2009). Equipment 
mobility, accuracy and data acquisition rate, compared 
to conventional surveying and photogrammetric 
methods, permits an unprecedented level of detail and 
is useful for geotechnical purposes. The ability to 
remotely capture the position of the points on the 
exposed rock and its processing has significant 
advantages ranging from safety to efficiency, resulting in 
a high resolution record 

The advances in techniques of data capture in the 
development of methodologies that exploit these high-
resolution data in the domain of the structural geology 
and rock mechanics. These include the generation of 
high resolution Digital Surface Models (Slob and Hack, 
2002, Kemeny et al 2006; Jaboyedoff et al. 2007), the 
identification and characterization of discontinuity sets 
(Kemeny and Post 2003; Sturzenegger and Stead 2009a; 
Slob et al 2002; Jaboyedoff et al., 2009; Riquelme et al. 
2014), the measurement of the spacing of the joint sets 
(Slob, 2010; Oppikofer et al. 2011; Riquelme et al. 2015) or 
the definition of potentially movable rock masses (Lato 
et al., 2009). In the following sections some applications 
the use of Lidar, also in combination with digital 
photogrammetry for analysis of the rockfalls, will be 
presented. 

The laser scanner equipment can be terrestrial (TLS) 
or mounted on an aircraft (airborne-based or ALS). The 
operation of the LiDAR equipment for data acquisition 
and software packages for processing are becoming 
more affordable. It generates a large database of points 
defined by the coordinates x, y, z (3D point cloud). The 
capture rate ranges from 2,500 to 500,000 points per 
second, depending on the type of scanner used and 
allows creating scenes. To build the point cloud it is 
required several scans from different points of view, 
which will be aligned with each other. This is done to 
avoid occlusion of the points and to increase the density 
of the point cloud (Jaboyedoff et al 2012). 

The ability to convert a set of points of known 
positions, as the compiled by the LiDAR, in a database 
of structural measures, requires several phases (see 
details in Jaboyedoff et al. 2012). Points must be collected 
and processed, then manipulated and analyzed for 
characterization. Data processing should be done with 
knowledge of the structure to be analyzed. To identify a 
particular surface in the point cloud, the number of 
captured points must be sufficient for it to be displayed. 
This value depends on the extent of the visible surface, 
and the density of points that can be acquired, which in 
turn depends on the distance from the recognized 
surface and the beam divergence of specific equipment. 

The more variable orientation of the surface or larger the 
roughness, the more the data density are required. 

The TLS still has limitations in the viewing distance 
and the emergence of areas of occlusion when the 
escarpment has large vertical development or in the case 
of rock protrusions (Sturzenegger and Stead 2009b). 
Some of these restrictions may be overcome by 
combining TLS/ALS with digital photogrammetry. This 
technique allows the production of 3D point clouds from 
a set of photographs taken of the object of interest. It 
also allows the generation of meshes that are texturized 
with the same images, obtaining 3D models for the 
characterization of geological 3D structure (Lim et al. 
2005; Sturzenegger and Stead, 2009b). The photographs 
necessary for the use of digital photogrammetry must 
have enough quality and can be taken from the ground 
or from the air. The digital photogrammetry reaches its 
highest potential when the camera is mounted on an 
Unmaned Aerial Vehicle (UAV or drone). It carries 
navigation and inertial systems (gyroscopes, 
accelerometers, altimeters and GPS) and may perform 
flights of predefined trajectories of a rock face. The use 
of UAVs offset the lower image resolution with a closer 
approach to the rock face safely and different angles of 
observation. The reader will find more details about the 
performance, applications and limitations of these 
techniques in several review papers and in the references 
therein (Wher and Lohr, 1999; Haneberg, 2008; 
Jaboyedoff et al. 2012). 

 
Rockfall prediction 

The temporal prediction of the slope failure has been 
traditionally the weakest point in the rockfall hazard 
analysis and management. For long time, rockfalls were 
assumed as the sudden detachment of a rock mass from 
a cliff but they are not. Successive Lidar data captures 
and DinSAR images have demonstrated that the 
progressive deformation of the slope takes place before 
failure. 

Failure of rock masses is frequently preceded by 
creep, progressive deformation, and extensive internal 
disruption of the slope mass (Stead et al. 2006). The 
prediction of time to failure can be based on 
measurements of either surface or subsurface 
displacements, repeated over time (Hungr et al. 2005). 
This approach does not take necessarily into account the 
underlying mechanism of failure and concentrates on 
the evolution of the slope face. It was first proposed by 
Saito (1965) and later developed by Voight (1989) and 
Fukuzono (1990). Plotting the inverse displacement rate 
versus time generates trend-lines that are projected 
considering different rheological creep models to the 
zero value on the abscissa (time axis) and calculate the 
failure time. The practical application of these methods 
to failure prediction requires that velocity threshold 
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values be set. It is worth noting that the interpretation 
of these trends is sometimes difficult due to the 
fluctuation of the external slope conditions (i.e. rainfall), 
that may induce deviations of the rate of displacement. 
Comprehensive discussion and reviews of these methods 
are provided by Petley et al. (2002), Crosta and Agliardi 
(2003), Rose and Hungr (2007).    

Nowadays, the monitoring of slope movements has 
become standard practice in most mining and 
geotechnical projects. Slope displacements a well as 
other visual precursors such as cracking, localized falls, 
audible noise are recorded to predict the time of failure. 
Techniques such as the LiDAR equipment, digital 
photogrammetry and radar interferometry provide not 
only the analysis temporal patterns of the precursors 
before a large slope failure but also the spatial one, thus 
allowing the definition of the size of the unstable 
volumes (Oppikofer et al. 2008; Ferrero et al. 2011; Stock 
et al. 2012; Royán et al. 2014, 2015). Periodic surveys using 
TSL have shown an increase of the rate of small-size 
rockfall events prior to the failure of large masses, which 
are mostly concentrated in the detachment zone (Rosser 
et al. 2007; Royan et al. 2014; Kromer et al. 2015). The 
above observations are accompanied with an increase in 
the displacements of the moving mass away from a 
background level. The larger the volume of the unstable 
mass the sooner and greater the number of these 
features noticed (Rosser et al. 2007).  

Although several uncertainties remain associated 
on whether every large rockfall has precursors and to the 
determination of the exact time of failure using the creep 
curves, the measurement of the slope displacements 
which may be analyzed in combination with other 
indicators (Amitrano et al 2005), enables the 
identification of potential catastrophic failures, so that 
future events can be recognized beforehand and the 
society can adapt to the hazard (Gischig et al. 2009: 
Hermanns et al. 2013). 

 
Rockfall risk assessment 

The land-use planning and the safety of the 
transportation corridors require the appropriate analysis 
of the rockfall hazard. This task is facilitated by the 
Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA) approach. It is a 
powerful management tool in which assumptions and 
uncertainties are explicitly expressed and considered 
(Fell et al. 2005). QRA facilitates the objective decision 
making as it eliminates the use of ambiguous terms, the 
results are repeatable and consistent, and provides the 
ingredients for cost - benefit analysis for different 
scenarios (Corominas and Mavrouli, 2011; Corominas et 
al 2014). QRA in rockfalls, requires the determination of 
the probability of the slope failure for a range of volumes; 
the expected trajectories and the fragmentation of the 
detached mass, and the evaluation of the probability of 

impact and damage to the exposed elements. As the 
available information is often limited, Lee and Jones 
(2004) warned that the probability of the slope failure 
and the value of adverse consequences are only 
estimates.  

The risk for a given rockfall location may be 
expressed analytically as follows (modified from 
Corominas et al. 2014): 

 
𝑅𝑅 = ∑ 𝑃𝑃(𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖)𝑃𝑃�𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 �𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖�𝑃𝑃�𝑇𝑇�𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 �𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 𝐶𝐶   [1]       

 
 
Where: 
R: Risk due to the occurrence of a rockfall of 

magnitude Mi on an element at risk located at a distance 
X from the landslide source 

P(Mi): Probability of occurrence of a rockfall of 
magnitude Mi 

P(Xj│Mi) : Probability of the rockfall reaching a 
point located at a distance X from the landslide source 
with an intensity j 

P(T⃒Xj) : Probability of the element being at the 
point X at the time of the rockfall occurrence 

Vij: Vulnerability of the element being impacted by a 
rockfall of magnitude i and intensity j 

C: Value of the element at risk 
 
The rupture of the rock wall and its probability P(Mi) 

define the rockfall initiation and is the most challenging 
part of the rockfall hazard assessment. The potential for 
failure can be approached from either rational 
(geomechanical approach) or empirical methods. 

 
Rational approach  
In the geomechanical approach, the stability of the slope 
can be evaluated using analytical tools (Hoek and Bray, 
1981) or numerical calculation considering the strength 
of the rock mass (Eberhardt, 2008; Stead et al. 2006). The 
geomechanical analysis is the appropriate tool for the 
understanding of the underlying mechanisms driving 
the instability.  The assignment of the properties of the 
rock mass (rock strength, water pressure, joint 
orientation and persistence, among others) is however 
subjected to a high degree of uncertainty. 

The classical result of the slope stability analysis is 
the Factor of Safety, which is only a qualitative 
expression of the probability of failure. The latter may be 
addressed using probabilistic slope stability analyses 
which incorporate and quantify the uncertainties 
associated to the variability of the input parameters by 
means of their statistical distributions (El-Ramly et al. 
2002). It must be noted that the statistical analyses 
should be based on sufficient amount of data, otherwise 
they can be misleading. If data are sparse, a simplified 
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analysis using both the most likely parameters’ values 
and the most unfavorable ones is preferable (Hungr, 
2016).  

Even though the outputs of these methods can be 
implemented on GIS platforms and may be used to 
prepare maps showing the potential for rockfall failure 
from a source area, time is not explicitly taken into 
account and because of this, they are not currently used 
in hazard analyses and zoning. Furthermore, procedures 
for the estimation of the model parameters values at 
regional scale have yet to be developed 

 
Frequency analysis 
 
The empirical methods calculate the probability of 
failure by statistical analysis using inventories of past 
events, which also allow preparing magnitude-frequency 
(MF) relations of the events (Hungr et al. 1999, 
Dussauge-Peisser et al. 2002, Guzzetti et al. 2003).  

It must be taken into account that landslides do not 
repeat themselves. Despite of this, rockfalls as well as 
debris flows are landslide types that are usually treated 
as repetitive events (Corominas & Moya, 2008). The 
temporal occurrence of landslides may be expressed in 
terms of frequency, return period, or exceedance 
probability. The frequency expresses the number of 
events in a certain time interval (e.g. annual frequency) 
and it can be assessed from the rockfall inventories. 

The statistical analyses applied to landslides have 
found that magnitude versus the cumulative number or 
frequency of landslides is scale invariant and follows a 
power law distribution (Hovius et al. 1997; and Pelletier 
et al. 1997; Guzzetti et al. 2002b). The size distribution is 
similar to the observed by Gutenberg and Richter for 
earthquakes, and may be expressed in the following way: 

 
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿10𝑁𝑁(> 𝑀𝑀) = 𝑎𝑎 − 𝑏𝑏𝑀𝑀    [2] 

 
 

Where N is the cumulative number of landslides greater 
than magnitude M;  
 
While “a” and “b” are coefficients. “a” is a measure of the 
level of landslide activity; and “b” is the gradient of the 
relation, where higher b-value indicates a larger 
proportion of small landslides, and lower b-value a 
smaller proportion of small landslides. As M is measured 
on a logarithmic scale, then a linear relationship is 
obtained in the log-log scale. 

This type of relations have been obtained for debris 
flows (Guthrie and Evans, 2004; Hungr et al 2008) and 
rockfalls (Hungr et al. 1999; Dussauge-Peisser et al. 2002; 
Chau et al. 2003; Guzzetti el al. 2003). In order to 
perform this analysis it is required an inventory as 

complete as possible (Hungr et al 1999; Dussauge - 
Peisser et al., 2002 ).   

The TLS has been used for the identification and 
calculation of volumes of rock blocks that have fallen, 
from the images of sequential scans (Abellan et al. 2006; 
Royan et al. 2015). The subtraction of the Digital Surface 
Models (DSM) obtained with the respective point clouds 
can accurately calculate the missing volumes. If the 
geometry prior to the failure is unknown, the volumes 
disappeared can be calculated by the reconstruction of 
the original topography on a DSM generated based on 
earlier pictures of the event. Oppikofer et al. (2009) 
detected scars on a rocky wall surfaces formed by the 
failure and reconstructed the original relief by fitting 
discontinuity planes to the scars , using specific 
programs and limited number of scars. Unfortunately, 
rockfall inventories are not always available or are 
incomplete. Most historical records cover a limited 
period while the TLS equipment has been available for 
only the last few years. This may lead to obviate the 
occurrence of large infrequent failures.  

For landslide risk management purposes, one of the 
most important questions to answer is what the 
likelihood of infrequent events is. In that respect several 
questions arise about the validity of the obtained power 
laws in both space and time domains and whether they 
can be extrapolated or not. Dussage-Peisser et al. (2002) 
discussed the interpretation of the fitting parameters a 
and b-values. They consider that if the data do not fit any 
law, the inventory can be used to estimate an overall 
frequency in the range of volumes covered by the data. 
However, in case a power law can be fitted and statistical 
tests certify the completeness, then it is possible to 
extrapolate the frequency to larger volumes. This point 
of view is shared by other researchers (Guzzetti et al. 
2003; Picarelli et al. 2005).  In any case, as noted by 
Corominas and Moya (2008) the frequency-magnitude 
relation for landslides is not purely linear in a log-log 
scale. A rollover effect (a flattening of the curve) is 
observed at small landslide magnitudes. This implies 
that the number of observed small size landslides, is 
lower than the one expected from the above relationship. 
It has been suggested that rollover might be due to the 
incompleteness (censoring) of landslide records because 
small landslides are not detected in aerial photographs 
(Hungr et al. 2008; Stark and Hovius, 2001) or that some 
kind of physical constraint must exist that justifies this 
rollover at small sizes (Guthrie and Evans, 2004). 
However, the lack of fit to the power law may also take 
place at large landslide magnitudes (Guzzetti et al. 
2002b; Malamud et al. 2004) and, consequently other 
causes should be explored in order to explain such 
behavior. These types of constraints are not well 
understood yet. This issue becomes critical when dealing 
with rockfall risk management strategies.  
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Obtaining the distribution of missing volumes in cliffs 
Obtaining long records of rockfalls is a challenging task 
because in road and railways cuts, the rock blocks are 
immediately removed after their occurrence in order to 
resume the traffic conditions. In some exceptional cases, 
the maintenance teams have collected the necessary 
information for the preparation of MF relations (Hungr 
et al. 1999; Ferlisi et al. 2012).  Unfortunately, the 
situation is worse in natural slopes. A few number of 
historical rockfall inventories are available that allow the 
analysis to the scale of up to a hundred years (Wieczorek 
et al. 1998; Guzzetti et al. 2003; Hantz et al. 2003). On 

the other hand, the rock blocks deposited at the slope 
below the rockfall sources cannot be usually used to 
prepare data sets because it is not possible to 
discriminate which of the blocks belong to the different 
rockfall events that have generated the deposit. 

Instead, the cliff face where the rockfalls have been 
generated may keep the record of the events occurred 
during the last hundreds or thousands of years in the 
form of rockfall scars. The scar is an area of rupture on 
the rock wall or cliff, generated by the separation of a 
rock mass in a single or multiple events (Fig. 1). The 
distribution of volume or density of scars, are indicative 
of the occurrence of rockfalls and can be used as an 
indirect measure of the frequency of the events.  

 

 
 
Fig. 1 Example of rockfall scars (blue polygons) observable at the Degotalls wall, Montserrat massif, Catalonian Coastal 
Ranges, Spain 
 
We have developed a supervised and stepwise 
methodology for calculating the volume distribution of 
rockfall scars using the TLS. This section summarizes the 
work carried out in the steep and intensely fractured 
granodiorite rock wall of Forat Negre in the Solà de Santa 
Coloma, Principality of Andorra (Santana et al. 2012). In 
the last decades buildings were built in the Solà de Santa 
Coloma and are threatened by rockfalls. The talus 
deposit at the bottom of the slope contains blocks with 

volumes between 0.5 and 270 m3. The detailed 
description of the area and the actions undertaken 
protection are found at Copons (2007), Copons et al 
(2004), or Corominas et al. (2005). 

The input data are the point clouds from which the 
planes present in the slope surface are extracted, the 
main discontinuity sets are identified, the area of the 
exposed surfaces of each of the scars are calculated, their 
height as well and finally the distribution of rock 
volumes that have disappeared from the wall is 
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calculated. The analysis is based on several assumptions 
(Santana et al. 2012): (i) the detachment of the rock 
blocks at a particular point is due to the presence of 
unfavorable dipping discontinuities and/or its 
intersection with other discontinuities; (ii) the volume 
of the scars is approached by a prism formed by the 
intersection of discontinuities in the rock wall, as shown 
in Fig. 2; (iii) each scar basal plane corresponds to at least 
one rockfall event; and (iv) the detachment over 
adjacent sliding surfaces with the same orientation, but 
separated by a step of at least 20 cm jump are considered 
independent events. According to these assumptions, 
step-path failures are taken into consideration but only 
for steps smaller than 0.2 m. 

The analysis of the point cloud allowed to identify 7 
main discontinuity sets (table 1). Kinematic analysis 
indicates that two sets, F3 and F5, generate potential 
planar failures, which is predominant failure mode for 
rockfalls in the study area as confirmed by the 
inventoried cases (Copons, 2007). F1 and F7 sets bound 
the unstable rock blocks and act as tension crack and 
lateral release plane, respectively. These four sets 
account for 78% of the discontinuities present at the 
rock mass (Table 1). To obtain the volume distribution of 
the scars, the points of the point cloud belonging to each 
one of the four sets F1, F3 and F5, and F7 were filtered 
and planes were adjusted to them. These planes 
correspond to the scar edges. Their areas, the maximum 
width (along the strike) and length (along the dip 
direction) were measured. The heights of the scars are 
defined by the intersections of the planes of joints F1 and 
F7, and their distribution is defined by the common 
length of these planes. Eventually, the size distribution 
of the scars was calculated by means of a Monte Carlo 
simulation, multiplying the scar basal areas with the 
heights. The scar volumes were assumed to be prismatic 
as the angles between the height and the basal area are 
greater than 60º and the the inaccuracy imposed by 
considering angles of 90° is limited (Palmstrom, 2005). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Rockfall scar defined by three intersecting joint 
sets. The detached block was resting on a basal plane (B) 
which is bounded by planes (A) and (C). The height of 
the scar (h) may involve several spacings 

 
For a sample of 5000 scars, which is of the same order 

of magnitude as the identified scars on the point cloud, 
the maximum calculated scar volumes are of the order 
of few thousands of m3 (~3000 m3). This is the maximum 
rock mass size that has been detached from the slope 
face leaving a scar on it. The largest observed scar base 
was 213 m2, indicating a respective scar height of the 
order of 15 m. The resolution of the technique allows the 
detection of volumes as small as 0.02 m3. 

For scar volumes larger than 0.75m3, the distribution 
is well fitted by the following inverse power law (Fig. 3): 

 
𝑁𝑁 (𝑣𝑣 > 𝑉𝑉) = 1919𝑣𝑣−0.9   [3] 

 
Where N is the accumulated number of rockfall scars 

larger than a volume V, in cubic meters 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Table 1 Discontinuity sets of the Forat Negre slope, relative frequency and maximum and minimum areas obtained 
with TLS (modified from Santana et al. 2012). 
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Joint  
Set 

Dip direction/angle  
(ª) 

Relative frequency 
(%) 

Maximum area 
(m2) 

Minimum area 
(m2) 

F1 056/63 13.5 121.6 0.3 
F2 (*) 320/60    
F3 155/57 25.7 236.3 0.7 
F4A 247/45 1.4 11.6 0.4 
F4B 266/64 2.7 20.3 0.4 
F5 187/54 17.7 144.4 0.7 
F6 187/75 9.1 23.8 0.5 
F7 155/87 21.5 213.7 0.5 
F8 092/57 4.2 34.6 0.4 

              (*) merged with F7 in the LiDAR analysis 
 

 
Fig. 3 Magnitude (volume in m3) - Cumulative frequency of rockfall scars, calculated from the point cloud (Santana 

et al. 2012) 
 
 
It is worth noticing that in the Solà de Santa Coloma, the 
occurrence of rockfalls (larger than 1 m3) during the last 
50 years is one every two years as an average (Moya et al. 
2010). The obtained distribution may thus represent the 
result of the rockfall activity in the slope for the last few 
thousands of years. Due to the assumption adopted, this 
volume distribution should be considered an upper 
envelop for the rockfall volumes because the scars may 
be the result of one or several failure events. However, 
this distribution might underestimate the occurrence of 
the largest failures because only the step-path surfaces 
with steps smaller than 0.2m have been measured in the 
followed approach. Despite of this, neither the presence 
of large scarps suggesting the occurrence of any large 
failure nor the presence of a massive rockfall or 
avalanche deposits have been identified in the slope and 
valley bottom respectively. 

 

Are there geologic controls of the rockfall volume 
distribution? 

The a-value represents the rate of rockfall activity, 
which unless normalized, it is also function of the size of 
the study area. The higher the b-value, the less 
important the contribution of the larger failures is, and 
vice versa. Compared to other published works (Dussage 
et al., 2003, Guzzetti et al., 2003), the absolute b-value in 
Forat Negre is relatively high (Table 2). Dussage et al. 
(2003), argue that rockfalls for sub-vertical cliff and for a 
wide range of volumes (102 to 1010 m3) have b-values of 
0.5±0.2. The high b-value in the Andorran case could be 
of course attributed to the exclusion of staggered 
failures. However, as mentioned above no 
geomorphological evidences of large slope failures are 
found in the valley. The maximum volume with this 
procedure is few thousand cubic meters. 

Several authors relate the b-value with the lithology 
and the level of fracturing of the slope (Dussage-Peisser 
et al., 2002). Brunetti et al. (2009) after analyzing 19 data 
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sets (including several rockfall data sets) concluded that 
variation of the scaling behavior of the non-cumulative 
distributions is independent of the lithological 
characteristics, morphological settings, triggering 
mechanisms, length of period and extent of the area 
covered by the datasets. They argue that the statistics of 
landslide volume is conditioned primarily by the 
geometrical properties of the slope or rock mass and that 
difference between the scaling exponents of rockfalls 
and landslides is consequence of the disparity of 
mechanisms. On the other hand, the fact that rockfalls 

and rock slides  they studied exhibit the same frequency-
volume relationship made Guzzetti et al . (2003) and 
Dussauge-Peisser et al. (2002) to conclude that there is 
no statistical difference between these types of 
landslides. By comparing the results of four data sets, 
Hungr et al. (1999) suggested that the lower exponents 
could correspond to areas of massive rocks with the 
possibility to produce a relatively greater proportion of 
large-magnitude structurally controlled failures (able 2).   

 
 

 
 

Table 2. Exponents of the power law fitted distributions obtained for different rockfall inventories 
 

Reference Location Length of 
the record 

(yr) 

Range of 
volumes fitted 

(m3) 

number of 
events  

N 

Scaling 
parameter  b 

Hungr et al. 1999 Highway 99 British 
Columbia,  

40 101 to 8x108 390 - 0.43 

BCR line 12 100 to 104 403 -0.4 
 Highway 1  100 to 104 226 -0.7 

CP Line 22 100 to 104 918 -0.65 
Gardner 1970a Lake Louis Two 

summers 
10-1 to 103 409 -0.72 

Chau et al. 2003 Hong Kong, China   201 -0.87 
Dussauge-Peisser 

et al 2002 
Upper Arly, gorge 

French Alps 
 100 to 104 59 -0.45 

Grenoble, French Alps 60 10-2 to 106 87 -0.41 
Yosemite, USA 77 100 to 105 101 -0.46 

Royán et al. 2015 Puigcercós 6.87 10-2 to 102 3096 -0.72 
a Cited in Hungr et al 1999 
 

In the case of the Forat Negre in Andorra, the structural 
analysis of the joint sets suggests that a geological 
control on the size of rockfalls may exist that could 
justify the greater b-value of the scar volume 
distribution. A field survey has been carried out of the 
granodiorite massif of Forat Negre aiming at 
determining the relative chronology of the structural 
features in the rock mass (Fig. 4).  It was performed at 
key outcrops where discontinuities are better exposed. 
The outcrops were studied combining scanlines and 
detailed structural observations. It is found that set F6 
was formed first as it is affected by other sets that 
interrupt and displace its planes. A second phase is 
characterized by sets F2 poorly identified with LiDAR 
and merged with F7. They include both very persistent 
conjugate faults and joints. F3 is a joint set that could be 
associated to this phase. It shows high scattering and 
undulation with amplitude up to 20cm. The last phase is 
characterized by the occurrence of F1 and F4. They 
should be interpreted as conjugate faults that are 
superposed and interrupt the rest of sets. F3 and F5 are 

joint sets usually limited and confined by fault planes of 
the two main deformation phases.  

This survey has highlighted the frequent 
interruption of the basal planes (discontinuities F3 and 
F5) at their intersection with the tension crack and 
lateral release planes F7 and F1, respectively (F7 that 
usually plays the role of tension crack). This interruption 
may prevent the formation of large failures along the 
basal sliding surface.  The analysis of the scar planes of 
Santana et al. (2012) has also permitted measuring the 
spacing of the involved discontinuity sets, as the 
perpendicular distances between successive planes 
(Mavrouli and Corominas, 2017). Using the same data, 
the visible length (along the dip) of the scar edges was 
also calculated, as the maximum edge distance along the 
dip of a plane (table 3). In these table, the average length 
of F3 and F5 (the basal instability planes) are very similar 
to the average spacing of the planes of F7, although 
obtained by independent procedures. However, this 
does not always happen, the maximum measured length 
of F3 and F5 (27.08 m and 14.65 m respectively) is much 
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longer than the maximum spacing of F7 and one order 
of magnitude longer than its average spacing. This 
suggests that in the Forat Negre slope, the failure surface 
may generate by coalescence of several (although few) 

unfavorable dipping F3/f5 planes and/or by brittle failure 
of minor rock bridges. The maximum volume will then 
depend on the length of the basal plane and on the 
resistance of the rock bridges, if any.).  

 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. (left) Outcrop of conjugated faults F4 and F1; (right) intersection of planes of sets F1, F3 and F2 
 
 
 
Table 3. Measured areas, lengths and spacings of the discontinuity sets (Mavrouli and Corominas, 2017). 

 
Discontinuity F1 F3 F5 F7 

Max spacing (m) 8.09 6.35 4.11 5.60 
Average spacing (m) 2.11 1.84 0.76 1.22 
Median spacing (m) 1.63 1.22 0.53 1.00 
Max area (m2) 121 236 144 213 
Max length (m) 19.85 27.08 14.65 19.14 
Average length (m) 0.96 1.19 0.99 1.45 
Median length (m) 0.76 1.04 0.73 0.89 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Assessment of the largest credible volume 

 
The assessment of the largest credible volume is crucial 
for the management of rockfall risk. Residential areas 
located below rockfall susceptible slopes have often 

developed strategies of risk mitigation using a 
combination of land use planning, stabilization and 
protective works (protection fences, embankments). 
The design of these measures and the delimitation of the 
hazardous areas are based on analyses for a range of 
expected potential rockfall volumes (Corominas et al. 
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2005; Abruzzese et al. 2009; Agliardi et al. 2009; Li et al. 
2009). Although some risks analyses (i.e Hungr et al. 
1999) have shown that the highest risk is associated to 
mid-size rockfall events (1-103m3), the occurrence of 
rockfall events larger than the used for the design of the 
protective works would not be manageable and the 
population might be exposed at an unacceptable risk 

level. The question posed is what the largest credible 
rockfall volume can be. It is usually characterized by 
volumes of rock masses of several orders of magnitude 
greater than the events commonly observed in the study 
area. It must be kept in mind that the largest credible 
rockfall event is a reasonable largest event, not the 
largest conceivable event. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 Conceptual scheme of fracture pattern and development of a rock mass failure. Notice that the size of the 
moveable mass diminishes from (a) to (d) 

 
 
The analysis of the failure of a rocky slope is intrinsically 
linked to the knowledge of the fracture pattern of the 
massif which, on one side determines the volume of 
kinematically unstable rock mass and on the other side 
determines the mechanism of rupture. The instability 
mechanism may involve displacement along existing 
discontinuities either fully persistent or not and brittle 
failure of intact rock. It may involve single large blocks 
bounded by discontinuities or rock masses composed of 
smaller blocks. Fig. 6 shows some conceptual schemes of 
the fracture patterns associated to the failure 
mechanisms. Scheme  (6a): simple planar failure is an 
rock mass affected by a fully persistent joint set.  The 
volume mobilized is directly determined by the 
orientation and dip of the discontinuity and the surface 
topography. This setting may generate the largest failure 
in the slope; scheme  (6b): if several joint sets interrupt 
and/ or displace others, a stepped failure may develop by 
the coalescence of the discontinuities, which may also 
mobilize large rock mass volumes; scheme (6c): In this 
case, a stepped failure may also develop. The failure 
surface of the rock mass develops across the existing 
joints and rock bridges. These ruptures are more difficult 
to define and predict due to the uncertainty associated 
with the persistence of the discontinuities in the rock 
mass. The potential for failure and the moveable volume 
is determined by the structure of the rock mass and the 
strength of the rock bridges. Volumes can be large but 
generally smaller than in the previous cases; Scheme 
(6d): failure exclusively defined by the intersection of 
planes of different joint sets. The interruption of the 
discontinuities by others results in relatively small 
moveable volumes. 

The volumes calculated by the statistical distribution 
of the rockfall events are the result of the observations. 
The simplest way to estimate the maximal rockfall size 
is considering the greatest inventoried one, 
independently of the rock mass properties. This is 
feasible if the inventory used covers a long span of time 
(hundreds to thousands of years). Instead, Malamud et 
al. (2004), Picarelli et al. (2005), Brunetti et al. (2009) 
suggested the extrapolation of the power-law 
magnitude-frequency relations, for a preliminary 
assessment of the largest events. Malamud et al. (2004) 
found that the scaling factor (exponent) held for a wide 
range of sizes (from 10-3 to 106 m3). The question that 
arises is whether this can lead to an overestimation of 
volumes and an oversizing of the solutions. For the 
detachment of large rock masses the local characteristics 
of the jointed rock mass such as continuity lengths of the 
discontinuity sets and spacings are relevant. These 
characteristics might be a possible reason for the 
truncation of the afore-mentioned distributions, as the 
found in some rockfall records. Brunetti el al. (2009) 
found that some landslide data sets exhibit a deviation 
of the power-law fitted tail, for large landslides. They 
suggested that this deviation may be the result of 
undersampling or due to geometrical constraints such as 
that a landslide cannot be larger than the slope where 
the failure occurs (Guzzetti et al. 2002b). In fact, 
deviations are observed at both high and low 
magnitudes (Stark and Hovius, 2001; Brandinoni and 
Church, 2004; Guthrie and Evans, 2004). 

The assessment of the maximum possible rockfall 
volume at a rock slope presents several uncertainties. 
The unstable volumes are not always visible on the 
surface and additional information is required about 

a b c d 
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both the orientation, spacing and persistence of 
discontinuities in the rock mass, which is rarely 
available. (Palmstrom 2001, Elmouttie and Poropat 2012, 
Lambert et al. 2012, Wyllie and Mah 2004). These are 
critical factors for the determination of failure 
mechanisms too.  Instability is much more likely to 
occur if spacings are dense and joints are fully persistent, 
given the usually much higher resistance of intact rock 
compared to that of joints (Einstein et al. 1983). The 
above procedures are usually applied in the detection of 
sizes commonly observed detachment, but do not 
include extreme events that could be produced in 
particularly adverse conditions. Setting a realistic 
maximum volume of detachment is still a challenge.  

The role of  the cliff morphology and structure  on 
the rockfall detachment has been highlighted by 
Frayssines and Hantz (2006). Rosser et al. (2007) 
suggested that small rockfall detachments may 
accentuate unstable morphological features such as rock 
spurs and overhangs. These features may become the 
source of larger failures in the area and the small rockfall 
events could appear in this locations as precursors of the 
failure. In fact sustained rockfall activity for tens of years 
was observed before the occurrence of rock avalanches 
in Mount Fletcher in New Zealand (McSaveney, 2002). 
The assessment of the maximum credible rockfall 
volume in the Forat Negre, that could not be identified 
by the analysis of the rockfal scars, is presented here 
summarizing the work of Mavrouli et al . (2015) and 
Mavrouli and Corominas (2017).  The cinematically 
detachable rock masses are identified using a digital 
elevation model (DEM) and applying the Markland 
criterion (Hoek and Bray, 1981) in each cell in the DEM 
where the outcrop of unfavorable discontinuities is 
assumed. The size of the unstable areas are defined by 
the addition of all the adjacent cells that meet the 
criteria of Markland. The distribution of potentially 
unstable volumes are calculated based on the areas of 
unstable cells in the DEM which are subsequently 
transformed into equivalent volumes (Fig. 7). 

This analysis describes a conservative scenario 
with the following assumptions: (i) the whole of the 

unstable mass is separated at a time, regardless the 
possible occurrence of successive failures; (ii) all 
representative joint sets of the rock mass are present in 
each cell of the slope and (iii) for calculating the volume 
is considered that discontinuities outcrop in the lowest 
part of the unstable cells. No restriction by lateral 
confinement is imposed for the detachment of the rock 
mass. The procedure has been applied in the sector Forat 
Negre at the Solà de Santa Coloma, Andorra and 
implemented in a GIS.  

The sectors containing rock volumes kinematically 
movable were overlapped to orthophotos in order to 
verify instability and to delineate smaller masses within 
the larger ones.  

The areas of these sectors are indicative of the size 
of the rockfalls that can occur in this slope. In order to 
convert the area, A, in volume V, two simple shapes and 
alternative rock masses mobilized are assumed: cubic or 
prismatic. For both, the base corresponds to the area A. 
The height depends on the persistence of basal plane 
within the rock mass (see joint length in Fig. 7). In the 
cubic form this length is taken as L = √A and prismatic 
as L = 0.5√A. The cubic and prismatic volumes are 
calculated respectively by equations (4) and (5). 

 
V=A3/2   [4] 
V=0.5A3/2   [5] 
 
The maximum volumes obtained by this analysis 

are 50,000 m3 to 25,000 m3 for cubic and prismatic 
volumes respectively (Fig. 8). The largest basal area 
obtained is 1,361 m2. The tails of the volume distributions 
obtained are fitted to negative power laws whose b-
values are -0.57 and -0.55, respectively. As the 
concurrence of all the above mentioned hypotheses (i) 
to (iii) is highly unlikely and the assumptions 
conservative, these volumes set an upper limit for 
rockfalls in the study area. 
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Fig. 7 Detection cinematically movable rock volumes in a DEM. Left: (a) stability test for the cell  and (b) formation 
of unstable volumes by aggregation kinematically  unstable adjacent cells (modified from Mavrouli et al 2015).

 

 
Fig. 8 Distribution (cumulative frequency) of largest potential rockfall volumes for cubic forms (diamond) and 
prismatic (triangles) shapes (Mavrouli et al. 2015). 
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The size distribution of scars observed (see Fig. 3) 
is an empirical evidence of rockfalls that occurred in the 
past. Instead, the kinematically movable rock masses 
indicate hypothetical rockfalls that could occur in the 
future. Comparing the two distributions, the difference 
between the maximum volumes of scars (about 3000 m3) 
and the kinematically movable masses of rock (25000 or 
50000 m3) is one order of magnitude. This difference is 
mainly attributable to the divergence of the assumptions 
made. Calculating volumes scars it is based on the 
dimensions of the basal planes of unstable joints, which 
is the part of the discontinuity in the slope that remains 
exposed after rupture. Conversely, on detecting the mass 
of kinematically movable rock, discontinuities are 
considered persistent and it is assumed that F3 and F5 
joint sets outcrop in each cell of the DEM. Therefore, the 
extent of the surface of discontinuity which is involved 
in the detachment is greater. It is worth noticing that the 
kinematically movable rock masses generate continuous 
basal planes up to 1361 m2. However, these planes are not 
observed on the actual slope, where the maximum 

detected area is 213 m2 (Mavrouli and Corominas, 2017) 
and in any case, the largest potential kinematically 
detachable volume calculated is less than 105 m3.   

 
Defining credible risk scenarios 

 
In terms of rockfall hazard assessment, answering to the 
question on whether the MF relations can be used to 
predict the probability of occurrence of large events 
(rock slides, rock avalanches), larger than those 
inventoried, is not a trivial issue. As mentioned before, 
the occurrence of events larger than the observed in 
historical and/or prehistorical records can be 
unmanageable and may pose a risk considered socially 
unacceptable. Powerful analytical and numerical tools 
are nowadays available and despite the uncertainties in 
relation to the fracture pattern and the properties of the 
joints and rock mass several, they can be used to analyze 
critical slopes. However, their use for regional (or 
spatially distributed) analysis is still in its infancy.  

 

 
 
Fig. 9 Two granodiorite rock mass outcrops in the Pyrenees, showing different pattern of instability. Yellow dashed 
lines define large sliding surfaces. (Left) Pala de Morrano, Aigüestortes-Sant Maurici National Park, Central Pyrenees. 
Exposed basal sliding planes (030º/52º) either single or step-path may generate surfaces over 4000 m2; (Right) Forat 
Negre-Borrassica in the Solà de Santa Coloma, Principality of Andorra, Eastern Pyrenees. The largest basal sliding 
plane (155º/57º) measured has an area of 213m2.  

 
Various reasons may be accounted for checking the 
validity of the extrapolation of the MF for the prediction 
of large slope failures in contexts such as in the case of 
Andorra. Large massive rock slope failures (large rock 
mass falls, large rockslides or rock avalanches) have not 
been identified in the area. The occurrence of large 
rockslides and rock avalanches has geomorphic 
consequences which can be deciphered by means of the 
analysis of the landscape (Fig. 8). The detachment of 
large rock volumes from the source area can be often 
identified by the presence of large prominent scarps or 
arcuate depressions on the rock wall as well as by the 
long-runout accumulation of debris (Soeters and Van 

Westen, 1996; Hewitt, 2002; Ballantyne and Stone, 
2004).  

On the other hand, the distribution of large slope 
failures in mountain ranges does not look like random. 
Large landslides are found in sectors of mountain fronts 
representing distinct topographic, geomorphic, and 
geologic characteristics that either individually or in 
combination favors mountain front collapse (Hermanns 
and Strecker, 1999; Jarman et al 2014). Large size 
rockslides and rock avalanches are often associated to 
unfavorable geostructural settings and a variety of 
geometries have been identified as having a potential for 
catastrophic failure (Hutchinson, 1988). The role of both 
the strength and structure of the rock mass has been 

65m 

65m 
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intensively discussed by Fell et al (2007) and 
Glastonbury and Fell (2010) and found that single or two 
persistent intersecting discontinuities (bedding planes, 
schistosity, faults, stress release joints) are systematically 
involved in occurrence of rapid rockslides. Similar 
structural controls have been found ellsewhere (i.e. 
Hermanns and Strecker, 1999; Hungr and Evans, 2004; 
Brideau et al. 2009).  

A recent study of large-scale rock slope failures in the 
Eastern Pyrenees (including the Principality of Andorra) 
using imaginery and field surveys (Jarman et al. 2014), 
has identified 30 main large slope failures and further 20 
smaller or uncertain cases. This inventory shows no 
obvious regional pattern or clustering and a surprisingly 
sparse population that affects 45–60 km2 or 1.5–2.0% of 
the 3000 km2 glaciated core of the mountain range, with 
others in fluvial valleys just beyond. From them, only 
27% can be considered as large catastrophic events (rock 
or debris avalanches) and none of them in the Valira 
river valley where the slope of Forat Negre is located. For 
comparison, in the Alps, 5.6% of the entire 6200 km2 
montane area is affected by deep-seated gravitational 
slope deformations alone (Crosta et al. 2013) and up to 
11% in the Upper Rhone basin (Pedrazzini et al (2016). 
This sparsity has been interpreted by a low-intensity 
glaciation and less subsequent debuttressing, relative 
tectonic stability and small fluvial incision (Jarman et al. 
2014). In the case of the Forat Negre this type of large 
failure has not occurred during the last thousands of 
years and should not be considered as a credible 
scenario.  
 
Fragmentation in rockfalls 

It is assumed that the detached mass may break up on 
impact (Cruden and Varnes, 1996; Hungr et al. 2014), 
however little attention has been paid to rockfall 
fragmentation.  Rockfalls may involve a rock mass 
including discontinuities, which usually disintegrates 
along the path. The rockfall fragmentation is the process 
by which the detached mass loses its integrity while 
falling from a steep slope and breaks up into smaller 
pieces. Normally, this occurs during the first impacts on 
the ground (Wang & Tonon, 2010). The fragmentation 
(Figs. 10 and 11) may consist of the separation of the rock 
blocks existing in the detached rock mass bounded by 
discontinuities (disaggregation), the breakage of the 
rock blocks during the impacts, or both (Ruiz-Carulla et 
al. 2015b). 

Fragmentation invariably leads to a reduction of 
the particle size. The importance of the rockfall 
fragmentation in risk analysis has been discussed by 
Corominas et al. (2012). The definition of the initial 
volume of the rockfalls is a basic input parameter for 
trajectographic analysis. Rock breakage reduce the 
kinetic energy of the individual particles. Analyses 

performed with the volume of a non-fragmented rock 
mass produce results significantly different from the 
obtained if the resultant rock fragments are used instead 
(Okura et al, 2000; Dorren 2003). Working with the 
initial volume of a non-fragmented rock mass leads to 
the overestimation of the kinetic energy and the reach. 
Large blocks follow straight paths and display farther 
stopping points than the small ones. These effects may 
change significantly the way rockfalls interact with the 
terrain and affect the probability of impact on exposed 
elements, their vulnerability and the design of the 
protective elements (Volkwein et al. 2011). Furthermore, 
if fragmentation is not accounted, the frequency and 
probability of impact is underestimated. The original 
rock mass is divided into a large number of fragments, 
which leads to multiply the probability of impact by a 
factor "n" equal to the number of new blocks generated 
(Corominas et al. 2012).  

Currently available simulation programs for 
modelling the trajectory of the rockfalls (i.e. Jones et al., 
2000; Dorren et al., 2006; Bourrier et al. 2009) allow 
calculating the distance travelled, hieght of jump, the 
kinetic energy at different points of the path and make a 
zonation of the exposed area. The major limitation of 
most of these programs is that they assume that any rock 
mass detached from a wall or cliff, regardless of the 
volume, arrives intact at the arresting point, which is not 
real. Some codes incorporate a fragmentation module 
for propagation analysis such as HY-STONE (Guzzetti et 
al. 2002a; Agliardi and Crosta 2003) which includes a 
trained neural network. The model is efficient for 
predicting whether a block of rock breaks or not but it 
may have difficulties in defining the number and size of 
fragments observed in reality. Salciarini et al. (2009) 
used a model of discrete elements to simulate the effects 
of fragmentation using software UDEC, and simulation 
results indicate that both the position of the blocks and 
the extent of the accumulation zone are strongly affected 
by fragmentation process of the rock mass. 

Fragmentation in rockfalls is a complex physical 
mechanism, still little known and difficult to simulate 
(Chau 2002; Zhang et al., 2000). The analysis of 
fragmentation is performed by measuring of the size of 
the resultant fragments. This can be done either 
manually or by means of image analysis (Crosta et al 
2007, Locat et al. 2006). The degree of fragmentation 
may be calculated by the comparison of parameters 
representing the size distribution of the fragments 
before and after the fragmentation, such as the d50 
diameter or the mean size. This approach is used in 
mining industry to assess the efficiency of blasting and it 
can be associated to the explosive energy and powder 
factors (Kuznetsov, 1973). Similarly, Locat et al. (2006) 
determined the degree of fragmentation for rock 
avalanches, by comparing the mean diameters of the 
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blocks within the intact rock mass and the deposited 
fragments.  

 

 
Fig. 10 Block fragmentation by breakage in a real scale 
test in Vallirana (Barcelona, Spain).  

 
Fig. 11. Rock fall fragmentation by the disaggregation of 
the original rock mass in Estany Gento, Central 
Pyrenees, Spain. Most of the block faces are joint planes 
present in the in-situ rock mass. Notice that crushing of 
the fragments is virtually absent 

If data are available, both the block size 
distribution of the in-situ rock mass (IBSD) and that of 
the entire fragmented deposit can be used (Latham and 

Lu  1999). The block size distribution is typically 
represented as a grain size curve, in terms of percentage 
of material passing a certain size, typically with 3 or 4 
orders of magnitude. Several researchers have found that 
the BSD of the fragments follows a power law (Turcotte 
1986, Poulton et al. 1990; Locat el al.. 2006; Crosta et al. 
2007) with a negative exponent, whose value increases 
with the violence of the fragmentation process 
(Hartmann 1969). Fragmental rockfalls also show a 
similar fractal pattern. Ruiz-Carulla et al. (2016a) found 
that the deposits of six rockfall events yield volume 
distributions of the fragments that can be fitted to power 
laws (Fig. 12). The rock fragments were measured 
directly in the field one by one with a tape. In case the 
deposit formed a continuous young debris cover with a 
high number of blocks to be measured, the methodology 
proposed by Ruiz-Carulla et al (2015a) was followed. The 
rockfall volume involved in these events ranges from 2.6 
m3 to 10000 m3. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 12.  Rockfall Block Size Distribution (RBSD) from 6 
fragmental rockfalls events inventoried in Catalonia  
(from Ruiz-Carulla et al. 2017) 
 

Despite the apparent similarity of the distributions 
shown in Fig. 12, they contain significant differences. The 
first one is the scaling factors of the tails whose values 
range between 0.5 and 1.3 (table 4). The scaling factors 
are an expression of the intensity of the fragmentation 
process. This can be observed in Fig. 13, where the 
number of fragments generated by the breakage of each 
individual block is plotted against the exponents of the 
fitted power laws of their volume distributions.  There 
exists a positive correlation between the number of 
blocks generated and the exponents of the power law. 
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The meaning of the exponents in the case of rockfall 
deposits is however, less evident as it is generated from 
an in-situ block size distribution (IBSD) of the detached 
mass.  The fragmentation in rockfalls is a function of 
several variables (Dussauge et al 2003; Wang and Tonon 
2010; Hantz et al 2014): the presence of discontinuities in 
the initial rock mass and their persistence, their 
orientation at the time of impact, the energy and angle 
of impact and the ground stiffness. The highest 
exponent of the rockfall inventoried corresponds to the 
case of Vilanova de Banat with a value of 1.27 and 60,000 
blocks generated from a volume of 10,000 m3. It has both 
the largest volume and highest height of fall (table 4). As 
it will be shown latter, the number of fragments 
generated is an order of magnitude bigger than the 
original IBSD. Most of the new fragments are small and 
appear concentrated forming a young debris cover at the 
base of the cliff (Ruiz-Carulla et la. 2015a). The number 
of fragments smaller than 0.01m3 represents more than 
60% of the total.  The cases Lluçà and Omells are the 
opposite situation. The exponents of the fitted 
distribution are small (0.51-0.53) which is consistent 
with the small height of fall (0.6-0.8). The amount of 
fragments generated is partly due to the low strength of 
the involved rocks. The cases of Malanyeu, Gurp and 
Pont de Gullerí are intermediate situations with a height 
of fall of 10 or more meters.  The higher value of the 

exponent in the Pont de Gullerí case is basically due to 
the IBSD as most of the fragments are bounded by 
preexisting joint faces. The rockfall block size 
distribution (RBSD) in this case is best fitted to an 
exponential law and can be considered as case of pure 
disaggregation.  

 

   
Fig. 13 Exponents of the fitted power laws of the 

volume distribution of the fragments generated by 
breakage of single blocks in real scale tests carried out in 
the Vallirana quarry, Spain (Ruiz-Carulla et al. 2016b). 

 
Table 4 Characteristics of the inventoried rockfalls (modified from Ruiz-Carulla et al. 2016b) 

Joint  Set Pont de 
Gulleri Lluçà Omells Malanyeu Vilanova de 

Banat Gurp 

Lithology Schist Sandstone Sandstone Limestone Limestone Conglomerate 
Total rockfall 
volume (m3) 

2.6 10.7 4.2 5000 10000 100 

Free fall height (m) 12 0.6 0.8 10 40 80 
Max Block (m3) 0.28 8.5 1.1 445 31 22 
Min. volume 
measured (m3) 

0.0001 0.0007 0.0007 0.0001 0.01 0.01 

# of blocks 
measured  

116 78 48 2721 1524 500 

Total # of blocks 
calculated 

116 78 48 25500 60000 500 

Exponent of the 
fitted power law 

0.92 0.51 0.53 0.72 1.27 0.74 

Min. block size 
fitted (m3) 

0.001 0.001 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.01 

R2 of the fitted 
power law 

0.94 0.95 0.89 0.98 0.95 0.98 

 
Fractal fragmentation model 
Most of current approaches used to obtain the RBSD 
consider the energy required to convert the IBSD into a 
new fragment-size distribution (Latham and Lu 1999; Lu 
and Latham, 1999) and only few of them are applied to 

the analysis of the fragmentation of rock avalanches 
(Locat et al. 2006; Bowman et al. 2012; Charrière et al. 
2015.).  

We have developed a fractal fragmentation model 
to characterize fragmental rockfalls (Ruiz-Carulla et al. 
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2015a, 2016b). The procedure aims at obtaining the 
rockfall block size distribution (RBSD) from the volume 
of the initial detached mass and its fracture pattern 
(IBSD) (Ruiz-Carulla et a. 2015b, 2016b). This model is 
based on a generic fractal fragmentation model (Perfect 
1997) that considers a cubic block of unit length which is 
broken into small pieces according to a power law. The 
size distribution of the elements in a fractal system is 
given by (Equation 6): 
 
𝑁𝑁(1/𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖) = 𝑘𝑘[1/𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖]−𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓    ;  𝑖𝑖 = 0,1,2, …∞   [6] 

 
 

Where N (1 / bi) is the number of elements at the 
level “i” of the hierarchy; “k” is the number of initiators 
of unit length; “b” is a scaling factor> 1; and Df is the 

fractal dimension of fragmentation, which can be 
defined as: 
 

   𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓 = 3 + 𝑙𝑙𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 �𝑃𝑃�1/𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖��
𝑙𝑙𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 [𝑏𝑏]

   [7]     
   

Where P (1 / bi) or Pf: It is the probability of fracture 
that determines the proportion of the original block that 
breaks and generates new fragments. Pf is physically 
related to the interfaces of the subunits and maximum 
(limit) strength. The interfaces may correspond to the 
surfaces of existing joints, to rock anisotropy, or non-
persistent joints (Perfect, 1997). The range of the 
probability of failure is b-3 <P (1 / bi) <1. When P (1 / bi) = 
1 and Df = 3 the whole block breaks, while for P (1 / bi) ≤ 
b-3 the block remains intact. The model performance is 
summarized in Fig. 14 

 

 
Fig. 14 Rockfall fragmentation model (Ruiz-Carulla et al. submitted) 

The fractal fragmentation model has been adapted 
for the case of the rockfall. First, instead of k initial 
volumes of unit length, the IBSD is used as input, 
classifying it in bins. Second, not all the blocks of the 
IBSD break upon impact on the ground. To consider 
this, a survival rate, Sr, representing the proportion of 
blocks that do not break is defined. 

The FFM has been applied to several cases 
inventoried in the Spanish Pyrenees. Here, the case of 

Vilanova de Banat is presented. This rockfall took place 
in November 2011, affecting a volume of about 10,000m3 

of limestone (Ruiz-Carulla et al. 2015a). The model uses 
as input data the size of the rockfall (the unstable 
volume) and the discontinuity pattern of the detached 
rock mass (joint set orientations and spacing) to obtain 
the ISBD. A Nikon D90 digital camera with a focal length 
of 60 mm and 12Mp resolution was used to generate the 
digital surface model (DSM) of the rockfall scar. The 
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following step was to reconstruct the volume of the 
detached rock mass by subtracting the DSM of the scar 
from the available topographic map at 1: 5000 scale 
(before the failure). Then, the joint sets and their spacing 
were identified using the DSM texturized with the 
images and matched to the detached rock mass. Given 
that neither high quality photos of the source area nor a 
detailed digital surface model (DSM) prior to the 
occurrence of the rockfall were available, the volume and 
the IBSD obtained are subjected to a high degree of 
uncertainty. There is a difference between the total 
volume measured in the detachment zone (~ 10,000 m3) 
and the measured in the deposit (8,000 m3). However, 
the difference could be explained by the proportion of 
smaller blocks of 0.015 m3, which were not measured in 
the field. 

Five joint sets using both semiautomatic and manual 
techniques were identified. The fracture pattern was 

applied to the missing rock mass volume, assuming 
joints of infinite persistence. Finally the IBSD is 
generated. We considered two different shapes for the 
detached mass: a) the irregular volume reconstructed 
directly from the scar (~ 10,000 m3) and b) a prismatic 
shape with the same volume, to simplify the cutting 
tasks. In order to account for the uncertainties 
associated to the reconstruction of the rock mass, two 
volumes were used and 4 or 5 fully persistent joint sets. 
Fig. 15 shows the pattern of both the prismatic and 
irregular reconstructed volumes. The IBSDs have been 
generated with the mentioned assumptions: prismatic 
and irregular; 10000 m3 volume and 5,000 m3; and 4 and 
5 joint sets. The IBSDs obtained are shown on the right 
side of the figure. All tails are fitted to exponential laws 
with coefficients of determination close to 1. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 15 Fracture model generated from the detached rock mass volume cut by the discontinuities with their actual 
spacings using a prismatic shape (left) and the reconstructed irregular shape volume of the rockfall source (center). 
Plot of the resultant IBSD distributions considering 4 or 5 sets of fully persistent joints (right). 
 

We calibrated the model parameters in the Vilanova 
de Banat case study in order to obtain a RBSD that fits 
that observed in the field. Several combinations of the 
model parameters produce well fitted block volume 
distributions. Their values range between 0.05 and 0.34 
for Sr, between 0.73 and 0.80 for Pf and between 1.6 and 
3.4 for "b". The Xi2 was used to optimize Pf, Sr and to 
check the goodness of results, obtaining a range of 
values between 0.02 and 0.11 for the four IBSD. Fig. 16 
shows the IBSD obtained from the irregular 
reconstructed volume, the RBSD measured in the field 
and RBSD obtained from the calibration of fractal 
fragmentation model (FFM). The results show that the 
RBSD can be successfully generated from the ISBDs.  

It is worth noticing that fragmentation has a significant 
effect in the size-range between 1 and 10 m3. The number 
of blocks within this range has been reduced up to one 
order of magnitude. Conversely, the number of blocks 
smaller than 1m3 has increased more than one order of 
magnitude. This effect has direct consequences on the 
kinematics of the fragments with a reduction of the 
distances travelled, velocities. Despite of this, the 
survival rates (Sr) obtained indicate that up to one third 
of the original blocks have remained unbroken as 
illustrated by the 272 large scattered blocks that were 
measured in the field and travelled far away from the 
young debris cover (Ruiz-Carulla et al. 2015a).   
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Furthermore, the accumulated volume of the 
smallest blocks (<0.01m3) has risen from an insignificant 
value up to more than 15% of the total. This represents 

an expenditure of the breakage energy that cannot be 
obviated 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 16 The IBSD of the reconstructed volume, the observed RBD and the RBSD generated with fractal fragmentation 
model  (RBSD – FFM) in terms of relative frequency (left) and cumulative number of blocks (right) versus block size 

 
 

Further work is needed for the performance of 
the FFM. Several parameters are involved in the 
fragmentation process and the resultant RBSD such as 
the IBSD, the total volume detached, the impact energies 
and the morphology and the rigidity of the ground. The 
procedure in the example of Vilanova de Banat is 
iterative until the fit between the observed and modeled 
RBSD is achieved. In order to use the FFM as predictive 
tool it is required the analysis of more cases to relate Pf, 
Sr and the scaling factor to the local geological 
conditions as well as to the geomechanical, and 
morphological characteristics of the detached rock mass 
and of the slope. 

 
Final remarks 

FM relations are fundamental for performing the QRA. 
Most of the rockfall volume distributions are 
characterized by a negative power law. It has been 
argued that, if the statistical tests are fulfilled, they can 
be used to calculate the frequency of large volumes and 
that both rockfalls and rockslides display the same b-
value. However, a critical issue is the definition of the 
maximum credible volume to be used in the hazard 

analyses and for implementing risk mitigation measures. 
The case of Andorra provides empirical evidence that 
rockfall could be size-constraint due to the geological 
context as no rock avalanche deposits are found in the 
Valira river basin.  Two analyses on the rockfall size 
distribution have been carried out at slope of Forat 
Negre. The first analysis corresponds to the observed 
size distribution of the rockfall scars, and it is an 
empirical evidence of past rockfalls. The second one 
calculates the kinematically detachable rock masses, 
indicating hypothetical rockfalls that might occur in the 
future. These two independent approaches differ on an 
order of magnitude only with a maximum credible 
volume between 25000 and 50000 m3. The volume 
distribution of the rockfall scars is well fitted by a power 
law with b-value of -0.92, and suggests that large rockfall 
events are less abundant than in other mountainous 
regions.  

The clue for such a behavior could be in the 
persistence of the discontinuity sets. In the slope of Forat 
Negre, F1 and F7 are fault sets that intersect and displace 
the rest of discontinuity sets as they have probably been 
generated during the last deformation phases in this 
sector of the range. They exert a control over the length 
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of the planes of the discontinuities F3 and F5 and imply 
a limitation on their persistence. This volume restriction 
can be overcome to some extent either by coalescence of 
basal planes or through step-path failures involving the 
breakage of rock bridges. This situation however, will 
necessarily involve smaller volumes than in the case of 
fully persistent basal joints. In any case, the worst case 
scenarios that may be foreseen can be nowadays faced 
with better tools thanks to the development of the 
remote data collection equipment, particularly the 
LiDAR, digital photogrammetry and interferometric 
techniques. As several experiences have already shown, 
these techniques provide the deformation pattern and 
rate of movement over large terrain areas thus allowing 
the identification and delineation of potentially unstable 
masses and the implementation of EWS and evacuation 
strategies (i.e Froese et al. 2009; Hermanns et al. 2013; 
Michoud et al. 2013).  

Despite the difficulties and uncertainties 
associated to the generation of the IBSD and the RBSD, 
the results of the six rockfall events inventoried indicate 
that breakage of the particles is a fundamental 
mechanism in all-size fragmental rockfalls. The number 
of new generated particles increases with the size of the 
rockfall and is the result of the interplay of other factors 
such as the strength of the rock, the height of fall and 
stiffness of the impact ground surface.  

The FFM has successfully generated a RBSD that 
fits well to the observed in the field. It is able to consider 
both the disaggregation and breakage mechanisms of 
rockfalls while considering successive iterations will 
increase the number of small-size fragments generated. 
It is simple enough to be incorporated into rockfall 
trajectory analyses. However, its application at present is 
not straightforward. The model runs using the IBSD as 
input data and requires the definition of three additional 
parameters: the survival rate of the blocks present in the 
detached rock mass, the probability of failure that 
determines the proportion of each initiator block that 
breaks, and the scaling factor or ratio of sizes between 
the initial block and   the fragments. In order to use 
model as a predictive tool more case histories are needed 
to calibrate it. Finally, we argue that fragmentation 
cannot be obviated and must be incorporated in the 
rockfall hazard analyses.  
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